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ENSO drove the original Observing System 

• The El Niño of 1982-83 – and the failure to 
recognize it until very late – was the impetus 
for the TOGA observing system. 
 

• Original TAO designed to detect equatorial 
waves, then the key issue for diagnosis and 
prediction. 
 

• TOGA observations led to an explosion of 
ideas in the 80s & 90s that established our 
understanding of ENSO as an intrinsically 
coupled, and predictable phenomenon. 
 

• Challenges and options have changed 
 
 



TPOS now 

• This worked well … until it didn’t 



McPhaden, PMEL 

The TOGA-era system is vulnerable … 

• TAO data return fell below 40% in early 2014; since returned to 80%, for now. 
• An opportunity to rethink and reframe a better, more robust TPOS. 
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Some modern context for TPOS 2020 



The potential value of improved seasonal climate forecasts for 
Australia’s agricultural sector is significant, and much greater 
than for other sectors in the economy 

MCV program          www.managingclimate.gov.au  

http://www.managingclimate.gov.au/


Niño 3.4 SST 

Quasi-regular 
oscillations of 
the 1960s-
70s 

El Niño dominance 
and 2 very strong 
events of the 
1980s-90s 

“Central Pacific” 
or “Modoki” El 
Niños (and large 
mean changes) 

Diversity of ENSO 
The overall story is 
surprises. Expect more … 

 
Lessons: 
• Do not focus only on the 

challenges of today; 
tomorrow’s will be 
different.   

– Focus on observing the 
physical processes that 
drive the tropical 
climate.  

– Integrate this 
understanding into 
models and data 
assimilation. 

• Build a robust TPOS. 
– Multiple platforms, 

multiple sources of 
support. (ENSO is multi-
scale) 
 



 

Mathis (NOAA) 



Afternoon trapping, then 
downward propagation of T 
and u (and implied mixing) 
into the evening. 

Nighttime 
convection 

Models need to improve 

• Much of the impact of TPOS data is through models: 
– Analyses/reanalyses that synthesize diverse data sources, in situ & satellite. 

– Bad (biased) models can and do degrade TPOS data products. 

– TPOS 2020 will support limited-term process studies to support model 
development (eg upper ocean mixing; subseasonal forecasting) 

 



SST (C) bias in CFSv2 Jan forecasts initi. in September (1999-2009) 

Kumar et al 2012 

• Long-standing and generalized biases, e.g. warm SST bias in 
EP and the double ITCZ syndrome. 

Boundary regions (west and east) 



The TPOS 2020 Project 



TPOS 2020 Workshop 
27-30 January, 2014, Scripps Institution of Oceanography 

 
• Review of observing system requirements and implementation 
• The Review recommended the creation of a focussed  

TPOS 2020 Project  
–  Transition from a loosely coordinated set of activities in the tropical 

Pacific to a systematic and sustainable TPOS by 2020. 
 

•  A project for change, for tomorrow’s TPOS 



TPOS 2020 Governance and Project 
Structure  

GOOS SC 

TPOS SC TPOS RF 
Agency Reps. 

Backbone TT 

Planetary Boundary 
Layer TT 

Eastern Boundary TT 

Models & Data 
Assimilation TT 

TPOS Exec 
(chairs of SC, RF + 

Staffer) 

Focused Task Teams  
and Pilot Projects,  
overseen by the TPOS SC.  
Initial priorities identified 
here.   Biogeochemistry TT 

W. Boundary Project  Upwelling & Mixing  
Process study  

Project is in the mode of GODAE,  
  Argo, GHRSST, OceanSites 

- Formed out of common sponsor 
and scientific partner interests;  
- Reporting line through GOOS  



Actions from SC-1 (Oct 2014) 

• Developing advice on the Backbone TPOS (TT) (Wijffels, Cravatte) 
– Initially broadscale, now generalised to address all the foundation elements 

of TPOS, no matter the scale.  
– Advise the elements of the backbone O.S. based on updated requirements, 

current knowledge base, and existing capabilities. 
• Includes remote sensing as well as in situ contributions  

– Making reasonable assumptions on the sustainability and risks.  
– Prioritisation criteria for time-series climate records (recommendation from 

La Jolla); OOPC and OceanSites will be consulted.  
 

• Improve Modelling and Data assimilation (TT):  
– Opportunities identified include:  

• OSE Workshop for improved understanding of sensitivity 
• A Workshop on systematic errors in tropical models and prediction systems 
   (not likely until 2016) 



Actions (continued) 

• Task Team on TP biogeochemistry (Strutton and Sutton) 
• Task Team on air-sea interaction and the ocean boundary layer 

(Cronin, Farrar)  
• To achieve change in the TPOS, need partnerships within the 

research/operational groups involved in observation, modelling 
and prediction.  
– The Western Pacific Project: Writing team to develop regional 

project plan (drawing on national/regional activities/plans). Potential 
future TT. 

– The Eastern Pacific (TT) To be formed. 
– Significant process study in the central-to-eastern Pacific, focused 

on improving understanding of upwelling and mixing, and the 
interaction with surface processes.  



Actions (cont) 

• Improve Modelling and Data assimilation (TT):  
– OSE Workshop for improved understanding of sensitivity  

• Frameworks for sensitivity studies 
• Impact studies 

– A Workshop on systematic errors in tropical models and prediction 
systems  (not likely until 2016) 

• Evidence from systematic errors 
• To guide design, process studies, etc. 

– Changes in predictability (hence observability) 
– The role of salinity 
 
 



Temperature Salinity 

Freshpool/Salinity 
variations 
 
Near-surface salinity variability is 
concentrated on edge of warm 
pool. 
 
Weak subsurface salinity gradients 
> long time to adjust to subsurface 
anomaly  
 

1981-2013 mean (contour) and standard deviation 
(shaded) 



Mean state salinity bias as function of 
lead time, eg POAMA 
 
--  Drift is as big as interannual variability: model can't maintain a 
tight freshpool 

 



New Technologies…   

• To close gaps 

• To address new requirements  

• To reduce costs for observation 

• To improve resilience.  



IMOS and TPOS 

• We have not left the research infrastructure phase in the TP! 
– Transitions have come with pain 
– Much research still required to get a proper return on investment. 

• Western Pacific is likely to be a major focus; some initiatives 
may emerge that go beyond TPOS 2020 
– Likely to intersect IMOS interests 

• Australians likely involved in all TTs and SC 
– BGC Task Team (Susan W et al) 
– Backbone (Pete S et al) 
– … 

• Perhaps need to renew our engagement with TP research 



Conclusions 

• TPOS 2020 will deliver the following benefits: 
– A refreshed and more effectively designed TPOS 
– Promoting sustainability 
– Broaden base of support 
– Greater cooperation and collaboration 
– Managed risk, greater robustness, …  

• Understanding observing system impact and sensitivity is critical 
– OSE/OSSE utility limited in the presence of large biases 
– Advantages in returning to first principles: scales, predictability 
– Facilitation of experiments and process studies to guide TPOS 

• Need access to the wisdom and intellect of research community 
• IMOS an important partner; Australia an obvious beneficiary 
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